“Now we have a reliable Wi-Fi service;
our teachers are less stressed
and more confident that the ICT
class will go to plan. The focus is back
on learning rather than waiting
to fix the connection”

Connecting all the Chromebooks
at the same time was at the top
of the list for St Anthony’s Primary
School, Noble Park, Victoria.
“Now we have a reliable Wi-Fi service; our teachers are less
stressed and more confident that the ICT class will go to plan.
The focus is back on learning rather than waiting to fix the
connection” Ellen Fitzgerald, ICT Leader. St Anthony’s Primary
School, Noble Park, Victoria

Introduction
The worldwide rise of digital technologies in schools has
generated a higher level of demand on WI-FI systems to give
even the youngest primary student access to the internet.
However, to provide effective technology the devices and systems
become more complicated, and for the general public, the
understanding of the operating systems behind each one,
doesn’t keep up. Specialist sales teams have been known to take
advantage of this situation and sell equipment that might have
an immediate quick fix but lacks long term integrity and flexibility.

Case Study 3

Details
St Anthony’s Primary School is situated in the multicultural
suburb of Noble Park in Victoria. It offers a diverse learning
environment where students can participate in a fully
comprehensive curriculum supported by the Catholic Schools
Network. They supply Chromebooks to students as the device
used in ICT classes and rely on a range of technologies to
plan, analyse, evaluate and present their work.
However, around 7 years ago, this school was sold an
expensive Wi-Fi solution better suited to large outdoor areas,
stadiums and conference venues, rather than a school
environment with classrooms and walls. Pockets of the school
were not serviced, classrooms had varying signal strength and
St Anthony’s were forced to apply patches to fill the gaps.

“It was poorly thought out, poorly executed and wasn’t ever
going to work properly. The teachers were stressed, students
confused, and lessons were constantly interrupted by WI-FI
drop-outs.” Richard Ogley- Chief Technical Officer, TekSupport
“on some days we could see connection bars on the device –
but there was no connection” Ellen Fitzgerald. ICT Lead teacher
They found themselves in a situation where the only way to
strengthen the signal was to increase the power but this then
interfered with everything else. This school does not have a
designated IT Manager; instead they operate with a lead ICT
teacher who faced daily challenges with the old system.
ICT classes at St Anthony’s average 25 – 30 students per class,
each with a Chromebook. TekSupport found that the teachers
were frustrated as they were unable to achieve a consistent
connection for each child. The problems became progressively
worse as more devices were added. The Principal at that time,
Marg Batt, since retired, was presented with a desperate
situation and had no choice but to find an immediate solution.

Challenges

Fortinet products used
Fortinet Enterprise Wi-Fi AP822 Dual -radio, dual band,
802.11a/b/g/n/ac WLAN access points

Benefits /results
The Fortinet Meru system was integrated into the old school’s
framework without any disruption enabling them to support
legacy, current technology and the very latest mobile devices.
Fortinet Meru’s single channel, virtual cell architecture allows
devices to remain connected while roaming.
“If I weighed up the cost against the increase in productivity and
on-task learning – its amazing value for money” Susan Kubiak.
Deputy Principal, St Anthony’s Primary School
No more complaints
All classes at St Anthony’s Primary School now run smoothly
and efficiently, particularly the ICT classes. Dropout rates are
non-existent and teachers are happier and calmer. More
importantly, the students can now enjoy a complete class
and benefit from the continuous WI-FI connections.
Uninterrupted delivery of learning outcomes

As with many other older schools, one major consideration in
the choice of upgrades is the ability to balance usage between
terminals and navigate through the different building types.
St Anthony’s Primary School was no different – it presented
some obstacles for connectivity like solid double brick and
steel framed buildings, and open plan rooms with pillars.

Students and teachers have the option to extend the
classrooms to outside areas without losing connectivity as the
strong signal from the seamless coverage can be picked up
as the students and teachers move around the grounds.
24 hour on call support

Principal Batt decided to trial Fortinet Enterprise Wi-Fi in the
part of the school where the highest number of complaints
were registered. The aim was to enable a comparison between
the new and the current, inappropriately applied, technology.
The results were instantaneous – the complaints stopped.

Fortinet Support provides 24 hour phone support and
advanced hardware replacement if required which is of particular
interest to St Anthony’s ICT Lead. Daily usage monitoring and
weekly reports mean the school is advised of any changes or
requirements. TekSupport has become their virtual IT Manager.

Based on the ease of installation and immediate improvements,
Deputy Principal, Susan Kubiak approved the roll out of the
system across the whole school.

Proactive IT activity

Deployment
To ensure wireless coverage across the whole yard, the
team had to ensure the school was constantly connected.
The TekSupport onsite analysis of the location placed the
Access Points to ensure the strong signal was picked up
as the students and teachers moved around the grounds.
St Anthony’s installed 21 Fortinet Enterprise wireless access
points to cover the entire school, grounds and even the car
park. The roll out of the 2nd stage was seamless as the main
Access Points had been installed in the first stage.

As this technology is reliable and effective, the teachers can
spend their time developing new initiatives to support learning
rather than wasting time servicing old equipment.
Although Fortinet Enterprise Wi-Fi is new state-of-the-art
technology it is presented to the user in the simplest form and
won’t complicate the daily activities for the ICT Leaders as they
oversee its activity. The supporting management console is
intuitive and easy to use if required.
“I believe the new Fortinet system will definitely help us
connect with our community and students. It will see us
through – regardless of any changes that might go on in
the future” Susan Kubiak, Deputy Principal

“I was impressed by TekSupport’s installer Richard Ogley. His
planning, research and efficiency was extraordinary; and there
was minimal disruption. It just happened! Very quick and easy.”
Susan Kubiak.
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